On the 11th hour, of the 11th day of the 11th month, we stop and remember all of them.
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old,
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning,
We will remember them.

L-MAC RIPS THRU VHP
The A grade travelled to Victoria park for
the second time in three weeks, and the
team were hoping for a better result this
time round. Gummies coin toss result
didn't get any better with losing a fourth in
5 games and VHP decided to bat first.
Before the first ball was bowl, the two teams
held a minute’s silence for Remembrance
Day. After the formalities were done Luke
McLeod took the new ball didn't start the
way he wanted by going for six runs in first
over. Eddie started the other end and had
better start with the number 2 batsman
nicking to Tim Wilson who was taking the
gloves this match. VHP 1/7. Luke faired a
little better in 2nd over by taking 2 wickets.
The first one was perhaps a little lucky with
the ball hitting the opener on the thigh pad
but the umpire raised his finger after
thinking about for a few seconds and giving
his mate out LBW.
Just before Luke snag his second wicket in
consecutive balls he turn to Gummy and said
I'm going take his middle stump and true to
his word, that's exactly what happened. The
Vice and Captain both pointed at each other
in jubilation and few of the boys behind the
stumps were thinking they were appealing
not knowing what was said between the two
beforehand. VHP 3/12. Eddie struck again in
his second over, thanks to safe hands of
Aaron Timm. VHP 4/13. Luke struck again
with his 3rd ball in his third over forcing the
batsman to squeeze one out to young Jacob
Burr. VHP 5/14. Eddie struck again his 3rd
over with number 7 skying one to another
young one, this time Brodie hanging on to

the catch. VHP 6/23. Luke and Eddie had
another over with no luck. Eddie
finished up with the figures of 3/10 off 4
overs.
Gummy turned to his leading wicket
taker in Josh Vines and Josh showed
how to bowl perfect line and length with
no luck in his 5 overs. Josh figures were
no wicket for 4 runs. At the other young
Harry got his chance show want he can
do with the ball and picked up his first A
grade wicket in his second over with the
batsman nicking to Tim Wilson for his
second catch of the game. VHP 7/33
Number 8 and 9 came together and
decided to take Harry Pope on with
some cross the line slaps. Harry 1/17 off
4 overs.
Gummy took some advice from Eddie
and brought Luke back on and he struck
on the last ball in fifth over with
dropping a short one in and catching the
glove of the number 9 and Martini took
an easy catch in slips. VHP 8/49. Gummy
brought himself on for one over and was
unlucky to not get wicket with sharp
catching going down. Luke struck twice
to finishing the innings of VHP with clean
bowling both batsman to finishing with
figures of 6/13 off 6 overs.
After early tea break was taken Gummy
opened with Jacob Burr. Gummy
struggled with the opening bowler’s
action but was determined to see him
out. At the other end Jacob looked solid
till he played straight to a full ball and
straight to mid on. Jacob out for 4.

THIS WEEK
DIVISION 1 - RND 5
Para Vista A 3/60
(Atkins 23, Lemon-Hall 17)
Defeated
VHP 54
(L.McLeod 6/13, Napoli 3/10)

DIVISION 2 –RND 4
Para Vista Blue 141
(Cossens 63, O’Regan 40)
Defeated by
Enfield United 6/219
(Cossens 3/26)

Para Vista White 178
(Rozee 73, Craig 23, Starke 22)
Defeated by
Desi Avengers B 7/231
(Rozee 2/31, Craig 2/41)

NEXT WEEK
DIVISION 1 - RND 6
Para Vista A vs
Adelaide Lutheran A
at Edward Smith Reserve

DIVISION 2 - RND 5
DERBY I
Para Vista Blue vs
Para Vista White
at Thomas Turner Reserve
(Central)
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L-MAC RIPS THRU VHP cont.
PVLCC 1/12. It was young Brodie who strolled out as number 3, and on his 4th ball he face he
dispatched one to the fence for four. Gummy at the other end had finally work out the
opening bowlers action and start to play some aerial shots to get the game done as quick as
he could but was bowled when the score was on 33 trying to play a leg glance and lost his leg
stump. Gummy out for 23. This brought Eddie to the crease to join young Brodie and at this
time Brodie was swinging hard and giving chances for the opposition to take his wicket. He
gave them three chances before they were able to hang on to catch to dismiss him. Brodie
out for 17. One of though chances though was hit so, so high the fielder got under it but was
not comfortable and showed with end result with the ball hitting him on the head after the
ball broke through his hands. Luke join Eddie at the crease and both got the remaining 12 runs
without loss of another wicket. PVLCC wins 3/60 after 17.1 overs.
Capt. Gumnut

EVENTS
16th December
Family Day
Club T20 v VHP CC
Father Christmas

10th February 2018

OLD ENEMY GETS
BETTER OF BLUES
True to form Enfield, started with only 8 players and with more to come, the decision was
made to bowl first. With Ashley Martin and Sanjay Chettri opening the bowling. Sanjay took
the first wicket which was a sharp catch by Norman at first slip. Ashley tried rolling the arm
over but not feeling it for the day, Mayuresh Kulkarni was bought on, taking a wicket in his
third over. Norman Tonkin was brought who’s first over went for 18 but redeemed himself
with some tight bowling ending up with 40 off 7. Marc Cossens (Cuz Snr) decided to share
the bowling around when Jason O’Regan came on for two tight overs. Noor Ali picked up a
wicket in his 2 overs. During the 20 over break Cuz Senior swapped the gloves with Jase.
Lachlan O’Brien (OB Jnr) & Peter O’Brien (OB Snr) had a few overs each bowling. Lachlan
Cossens (Cuz Jnr) bowled a tidy spell. Cuz Snr also had a bowl taking 3/26 off 6 overs, which
included consecutive wickets in the last over, missing out on a hard chance for a hat trick.
Enfield ended up on 6 for 219.

Quiz Night
@ The Shed
tbc

More to Come

SPONSORS

Opening the batting was Ashley and Cuz Snr. Ash continued the bad day making 4 before
being caught behind. Noor Ali and Sanjay in at three and four respectively. We lost a couple
of quick wickets before Jason and Cuz Snr were at the crease making a 50 run partnership in
quick time, Cuz Snr getting out 3 balls before drinks. Back from drinks Jason was caught trying
to keep the run rate going, then we lost 3 for 0. At that stage we were 7 for 114. This Bought
the two Lochies together at the crease when Cuz Jnr was unluckily bowled just clipping the
top of off stump. This bought the two OB’s to the crease for a few overs (and laughs) before
Pete gloved one behind that no one heard besides him and the keeper. Mayresh made a
quick fire 8 before OB Jnr was run out in the 39th over after lasting 15 overs. We finished the
day all out for 141.
The Martins (mostly Ash)

DERBY I

SUPPORTER

This week is the first Goatherder derby for many, many years. The last time two PV
teams clashed was in an A-Grade Grand Final, sometime before 1997 (I joined the club).
Selection will be interesting.
Which skipper will have bragging rights come 6pm Saturday?
BROWNIE
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FIRST LOSS 4 WHITE
On the first warm day of the cricket season, the Para Vista
White team took on the undefeated Desi Avengers on the
small confines of Thomas Turner Reserve. Missing regulars
Sam Burge (exams), Harry Pope, and Jacob Burr (both Agrade), but bolstered by veteran Steve Vines, it was a
different look side that had taken the park for the first
three games of the season. Winning the toss, it was
decided that the Goatherders would bowl first with most of
the youngsters feeling more comfortable chasing a score.
Opening the bowling with regular new ball bowler Lochie
Jackman and the pacy Connor Rozee it was hoped that
early inroads could be made into a batting lineup that had
averaged six runs per over in their opening three games.
Despite a jittery first couple of overs, both bowlers found
their groove, hitting good line and lengths and troubling
both batsmen. It was Lochie who struck first, enticing an
aerial shot that was caught out. This was immediately
followed by a smart caught and bowled from Rozee, and
when he followed up with his second a few overs later, Para
Vista were on top with Desi struggling at 3/26. Enter the
number five who would turn out to be the thorn in the
Goatherders side. His first five scoring shots were all
boundaries with anything short dispatched over square leg.
Lochie Jackman was replaced at the bowling crease by
Melvin Craig and he, too, was treated roughly by the
batsman, conceding 25 from his first four overs, but snaring
the wicket of the non-attacking batsman. In an effort to
prize out the only threat to Vista’s, Rozee bowled out his 8
over allocation straight up but was unable to make the
breakthrough, finishing with figures of 2/31. Sensing the
need to slow the scoring rate again, Brenton Starke
brought himself on at Rozee’s end to immediate effect,
drying up the runs, and Desi’s were restricted to 4/78 at the
drinks break.
Needing to find some overs to make up a fifth bowler, fill in
Bryce Pritchard was thrown the ball. His first attempt
almost hit his own toe and sailed a foot above the
batsman’s head, while his second was short as well, rising
up to chest height. Trying to calm his bowler, Starke offered
a few words of encouragement which seemed to have the
right effect. However the fifth ball of the over was once
again inadvertently dug in short, and in an attempt to
dispatch said ball to the boundary, the batsman swung and
missed, resulting in the ball cannoning into his mouth and
felling him onto his stumps. Claret flowed freely from the
stunned batsman as all rushed to his aide, and after a few
minutes he was able to leave the field to shake off the
cobwebs.

cobwebs. Bryce (1/11) continued on his spell, but it was cut
short after two head high full tosses in three balls banished
him from the attack after only 2.3 overs. Needing to fill the
remaining overs, Dilip Baptist (1/33 off 3.3) had a trundle
and picked up a wicket caught on the boundary, but also
came in for some rough treatment conceding boundaries as
the number five continued to slog away. Meanwhile Starke
had continued to bowl tightly from the other end. Seeing the
need to remove the number five, he continued to push
through his overs but was also unable to get the
breakthrough, finishing with 0/21 off 8 economical but
wicketless overs, with Desi’s 5/114 after 30 overs.
Lochie Jackman (1/46 off 8) returned to the bowling crease
but found the going tough against some power hitting, with
the new number eight batsman starting to play shots too.
Try as he might, his good balls were being dispatched all over
the place and catches would fall agonisingly out of reach of
just over the small boundary. Steve Vines (0/42) was tried to
use his wily bowling to fill the remaining 3 overs needed from
the fifth bowler, but he too was treated the same, and it was
only when Melvin (2/41 off 7) was able to pouch a skied
caught and bowled in the 38th over that Vistas were finally
able to remove the opposition number five for 81.
Meanwhile his partner in crime had hit his way to 51no and
the final tally blew out to 7/231 after 40 overs, 118 runs
coming off the final 10.
After the interval, Dilip Baptist and a still warm Steve Vines
walked out to the middle to get the run chase on the way.
Facing a bowler whose run up was started just inside the
boundary, the first ball was an anti-climactic dead ball after
it hit the centre concrete. Next ball however rose a little
higher than Dilip expected and caught the edge of his bat
through to the keeper. Enter in form David Gardner, who
like Dilip before him faced a dead ball first up. History
seemed to repeat itself when the next ball bounced a bit less
than David anticipated, caught his glove, and bounced back
onto his wicket, the White side’s reply 2/0 after just two legal
deliveries. Connor Rozee strode to the crease and looked at
ease straight away, and he and Steve set about resurrecting
the innings.
Connor looked in sparkling form, and Steve was playing a
solid supporting role until he pushed a quick single only to
fall flat on the ground a metre short of his ground.
Fortunately in their haste, the fielders threw the ball for 4
overthrows, Steve scored a 5, and had to retire hurt bringing
Ben Gardner to the crease. The quicker opening bowler
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switched himself to the other end, and it paid immediate
dividends for him when Ben edged behind for 1, a nervous

FIRST LOSS FOR WHITE cont.
dividends for him when Ben edged behind for 1, a nervous Mitch Jackman joining an unflustered Connor at the crease,
Vista’s 3/52 after 10 overs.
With plenty of overs left, Mitch slowly found his eye and the longer he batted, the more he looked comfortable against
the changing opposition bowlers. While he didn’t score quickly, it stemmed the flow of wickets and allowed Connor to
continue stroking the ball around, the scoreboard still ticking over. The two young batsmen managed to survive until
drinks with no further loss of wicket, the score 3/94 and Vista’s still in with a chance. Needing seven an over from the
second half of the innings, both batsmen looked to up the ante, with Connor looking to go downtown if given the chance.
Unfortunately when the chance came, he miscued a drive to cover and was caught for a well-made 73 (2x6, 7x4) and
the partnership of 52 was broken.
Promoted to have a hit out, Bryce Pritchard managed a towering straight six before he was bowled for 9, which united
the Jackman boys together at the crease. The union was short when Mitch (10) skied a catch looking for quick runs, and
Lochie was out soon after for 4 trying to do the same after the required run rate had ballooned to 9rpo. With nothing to
lose, Steve Vines (6) bravely tried to return to the crease but couldn’t add to his total, and only some late hitting from
Brenton Starke (22) and Melvin Craig (23), the latter with a couple of big sixes of his own, pushed the score to 178 before
the White side had been bowled out at 7pm, leaving Roger Wilkins stranded on 1no, 99 runs short of his maiden ton.
In the final analysis of the game, the White side still had reason to be proud. They never gave up, and the experience
that some of the younger players will have gained from a tough outing will only stand them in good stead for future
games this season. Gambling on using his bowlers on a final breakthrough to roll Desi cheaply had not worked, leaving
Starke light on death bowling options. However with the return of Sam Burge, Harry Pope, and Jacob Burr through the
rest of the year (if not in A’s) will only strengthen this young side, and the next time the two sides cross paths it is felt
that the result will be a lot closer and a win very much in the realms of possibility.
Brenton Starke

2017-18 Player Fees
Can you all please get you Membership Fees in ASAP. The club has some bills to pay.
Please see you Captains or EFT straight into our account.
 Account Name: Para Vista Lutheran Cricket Club
 BSB: 105-192
 Account Number: 018873840
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Rules of Cricket
41.7 Bowling of dangerous and unfair non-pitching deliveries
41.7.1 Any delivery, which passes or would have passed, without pitching, above waist height of the
striker standing upright at the popping crease, is to be deemed dangerous and unfair, whether or
not it is likely to inflict physical injury on the striker. If the bowler bowls such a delivery the umpire
shall immediately call and signal No Ball.
When the ball is dead, the umpire shall caution the bowler, indicating that this is a first and final
warning. The umpire shall also inform the other umpire, the captain of the fielding side and the
batsmen of what has occurred. This caution shall apply to that bowler throughout the innings.
41.7.2 Should there be any further such delivery by the same bowler in that innings, the umpire shall
- call and signal No ball
- when the ball is dead, direct the captain of the fielding side to suspend the bowler immediately
from bowling
- inform the other umpire for the reason for this action.
The bowler thus suspended shall not be allowed to bowl again in that innings.
If applicable, the over shall be completed by another bowler, who shall neither have bowled any part
of the previous over, nor be allowed to bowl any part of the next over.

The shorts should arrive this
week. Those who ordered will
be guaranteed their shorts.
There will be others available.
$35 each.
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